
 
 

Business Case Manager Job Description 
 
 
 
About Us 
 
Fund 17 is a small and growing 501(c)3 nonprofit organization with the goal of turning hustles 
into livelihoods in the 17 wards of New Orleans. We provide training and resources to 
entrepreneurial community members including 1-on-1 business development support, 
workshops and loan advising. Founded in 2012 as a student-run nonprofit, we have grown into 
a diverse and robust community of entrepreneurs, partners, professionals and students 
dedicated to creating economic opportunity for all. 
 
About the Position 
 
This position was first created in summer 2017 to provide technical assistance to community 
members looking to start and grow small businesses. The Business Case Manager (BCM) 
position will be responsible for providing technical assistance through 1-on-1 sessions to 
entrepreneurs in the areas of expense and income tracking, business planning and formation. 
Additionally, this person will serve as the primary point of contact for entrepreneurs assigned to 
them in our BenchMarks program.   
 
This is an independent contractor position working between 5-10 each week. Pay is $20/hr. 
This role reports to the Program Director. 
 

Job Responsibilities 
 
As a Business Case Manager, you will be responsible for supporting the execution of our 
BenchMarks program and for providing technical assistance. The BCM will work closely with 
the Program Director to carry out our mission, coordinate objectives, strategies, and goals to 
execute efficient, well-run programs that have high impact on the communities we target. 
 
Entrepreneur Support 

● Prepare agendas, structured work plans, and complete research necessary to support 
entrepreneurs in Fund 17 programs. 

● Provide 1-on-1 support and technical assistance to entrepreneurs seeking  business 
assistance and those in our BenchMarks program. 

● Progress monitor entrepreneurs in the BenchMarks program to ensure the viability and 
sustainability of their entrepreneurial ventures.   



 
Additional Program Responsibilities 

● Participate in mandatory biweekly entrepreneur pipeline and monthly all-staff meetings. 
● Perform additional administrative tasks in support of programming as needed. 
● Represent Fund 17 at New Orleans community and fundraiser events. 

 
Who we are looking for 
 

● You are passionate about creating opportunity for others and establishing sustainable 
systems for change. 

● You are self-directed but crave collaboration. You are excited to be a thought partner 
and be a part of executing on a grand vision. 

● You love planning and making ideas come to fruition. 
● You are a strong communicator. You feel comfortable presenting ideas and telling 

stories in person and in writing. 
● You are a problem-solver. You anticipate needs proactively and build processes to deal 

with those needs. 
● You have entrepreneurship or small business experience. This could include starting 

your own company, experience working for another small business owner or previous 
small business coaching experience. 

● Understanding of New Orleans community and culture. BCMs will be responsible for 
navigating various resources and service-providers in the city to provide holistic 
assistance. Understanding of the resources available to New Orleanian community 
members and business owners will be vital. 

● Interpersonal and relationship-building skills.  This is a role where building a strong and 
personal relationship with many local entrepreneurs will be inherent. BCMs will need to 
be outgoing, friendly, people-minded and genuinely passionate about getting to know 
each entrepreneur they serve. 

● Organization skills. BCMs will be managing a portfolio of entrepreneurs with varying 
needs, personalities, communication preferences and calendars. They will need to 
leverage Fund 17’s management systems to set and track goals, organize themselves 
and ensure that each entrepreneur is progressing accordingly. 

● Particular business strength or skill set.  Fund 17 hopes to build a small staff of BCMs 
with various skill sets that complement each other in order to ensure all our 
entrepreneurs’ needs are met. We are currently looking for expertise in: 1) accounting, 
financial planning and taxes and 2) legal registrations including city licensing and 
permitting. 


